
SCHOOLKITS LIMITED

SKLD seeks to deliver retail Transformation with
Google Cloud

 

Pawa IT Solutions provided both rapid deployment support as well as
change management support that allowed the SKLD staff to be
onboarded and ramped onto Google Workspace in less than 2 weeks
without any data loss and downtime.

The challenge
SKLD faced challenges related to communication and collaboration for
its workforce. SKLD needed to modernize its email and
communication platform to support its transformation strategy. The
existing legacy platform was outdated and had security, capacity, and
reliability challenges.

The solution
Pawa IT Solutions reviewed the technical and solution needs of SKLD
and recommended Google Workspace. By fixing the perennial issues
of reliability and security of the business email with Gmail for
Business, SKLD was convinced that Goole Cloud was the right cloud
for their transformation needs. SKLD fully explored the other
applications; Google Drive, Google Meet, and Google Chat and were
pleased.

The results
”The peace of mind that the security & reliability of Gmail brought to
the ICT team is immeasurable. The Integrated Gmail has made the
user experience great. ” Babatunde Olasoji, IT Manager. "Our team is
happily collaborating with each other and getting work done efficiently
using the various tools available on Google Workspace.” Tayo
Osiyemi | Deputy Managing Director.

"Our transition to using Google Workspace was literally
therapeutic coming from our previous solution, thanks
to the PAWAIT team. We had significant anxieties over
the potential interruption to workflow during the
transition but the experience was totally different. We
didn't skip a bit and the training and support were

 professionally delivered. "
Tayo Osiyemi, Deputy Managing Director, SKLD

About Schoolkits Limited
SKLD Integrated Services (skld.ng) formerly
known as School Kits Limited is a leading
professional school outfitting firm and a
one-stop-shop for a wide range of requirements
for students' supplies.
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About Pawa IT Solutions Limited
Pawa IT Solutions (www.pawait.africa) delivers
the promise and delight of Google Cloud
solutions to businesses and organizations across
Africa.

Products
Google Workspace


